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INCOME INEQUALITY IN AMERICA

By Tami Luhby @CNNMoney July 10, 2012: 9:45 AM ET

Wealth inequality is on the rise.The top two tiers saw median family wealth increase while the lowest wealth rung lost 63% of family wealth over a generation.

NEW YORK (CNNMoney) -- Most Americans make more than their parents did, but that doesn't mean they're all moving up
the economic ladder.
Some 84% of Americans have higher family incomes than their parents had at the same age, according to a new report
from the Pew Economic Mobility Project. And 93% of those who grew up in the poorest fifth of the income ladder exceed
their parents' family income as adults.
But out-earning their parents hasn't helped many of them climb out of poverty, as many poor American families remain
stuck at the bottom of the income barrel. Some 43% remain in the lowest quintile.
"It calls into question the quality of the opportunity Americans believe exists in the United States," said Erin Currier, project
manager of the Pew Economic Mobility Project.
When it comes to family wealth, the inequality story is similar. Of those raised at the bottom of the wealth ladder, 72%
exceeded their parents' wealth as adults. But 41% remained stuck there.
Overall, half of Americans have more family wealth than their parents.
The project focused on real parents and children from the late 1960s into the late 2000s. The parents' income was
measured a little more than 40 years ago and their wealth in 1984. Children's income and wealth was measured in the
2000s. Figures are adjusted for inflation, and income data is adjusted for family size.
Pew also looked at the overall wealth distribution of the parents and their children. Over the generation, only the top two
tiers saw median family wealth increase, by 27% for the wealthiest and 29% for the next level down.
The middle wealth tier, meanwhile, lost 5%.
Those at the lowest wealth rung lost a whopping 63%, dropping from a median family wealth of $7,439 in the parents'
generation to $2,748 in the children's.
Make money like a rich person

Others being left behind include blacks and the less educated.
The share of black families at the top two rungs of the family income and wealth ladders is so small that some mobility
data cannot be calculated. So Pew focused only on the bottom three tiers.
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The project found that blacks have a harder time exceeding their parents' family income and wealth than whites. And more
than half of blacks raised in the bottom quintiles remain stuck there, while only one-third of whites do.
They are also more likely to be downwardly mobile. Some 56% of blacks raised in the middle fall to the bottom of second
rung as adults, compared with 32% of whites. And in terms of wealth, more than two-thirds slip out of the middle, while only
32% of whites do.
Getting a college degree is also a ticket to economic mobility. For those raised at the bottom of the income ladder, nearly
one half of children were stuck there as adults if they didn't go to college. But only 10% of those with a college degree
remained at the bottom.
One main reason that children have more family wealth than their parents is because of the increasing number of married
women in the workforce. Though men's earnings gains have been slowing, women have been making up the difference.
"Mobility is more and more a family enterprise," Currier said. "Families are moving up the income and wealth ladders
because of second earners."
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